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Editorial note

First performance: August 29, 1968, Cybernetic Serendipity Music, London, England,

The Institute of Contemporary Arts.

Performers: Evan Parker (sax), Richard Herbert Howe (French horn), Derek Bailey (gui-

tar), Gavin Bryars (double bass), Bernard Rands (cymbalom), and Herbert Brün (con-

ductor).

Performers should feel free to substitute instruments. For example, the following are three

possibilities:

Original Substitution 1 Substitution 2 Substitution 3

Bb soprano sax flute violin violin

French horn in F trombone Eb alto sax Bb clarinet

electric guitar classical guitar Bb clarinet guitar

double bass Bb bass clarinet double bass electric bass

cymbalom piano electric keyboard cello

The variety of registers should be maintained: the part played by the soprano sax ought to

be the highest, that played by the double bass the lowest.

The current score and parts are transposed for the instruments in Substitution 3 above. If

other substitutions are made, the musicians need to transpose the parts appropriately.

Macro structure

time tape instruments

0:00 Introduction tape

1:02 Aria I tape with instruments

2:00 Recitative tape

2:12 Aria II tape with instruments

2:43 Recitative tape

3:16 Aria III tape with instruments

4:05 Long Tape Solo tape

5:50 Aria IV tape with instruments

7:40 Epilogue tape

8:20 Whapp! instruments alone

8:30 Finis tape

The composer says, “This piece should be played with a friendly spirit, nonacademically,

and with a sense of humor—an audaciously cooperative enterprise!”

— Arun Chandra



Program Notes by Herbert Brün

Program Note I

In the Sixties I taught a computer at the Univer-

sity of Illinois to assist me in composing a piece

of music and then to actually perform it.

The piece I called Infraudibles, and you’ll hear

the computer play it from tape through the loud-

speakers.

Later, I added, by hand and without computer,

parts for live instrumentalists.

In Infraudibles with percussion, the instrumen-

talists play a musical analogy to the music on the

tape. Whereas in Infraudibles with quintet, the

five instrumentalists play a musical response to

the music on the tape.

In the analogy, the tape plays one music and the

percussion another music. The two musics speak

two languages about one content.

In the response, however, tape and quintet play

one music, speaking one language about two

contents.

Program Note II

The composer of music is in a position to ef-

fectively initiate, in the system he creates, an

algorithm analogous to the algorithm he would

like to see initiated in the system which contains

him. The task of aesthetics, be it the composer’s

or the listener’s, is to determine speculatively,

whether the analogy implies, at least structurally,

events of contemporary relevance in the system

called environment; whether the composer was

motivated by a vision of what would be desir-

able processes in his contemporary society. It is

not of primary importance for aesthetics whether

everybody or even anybody agrees on the desir-

ability of the processes implied by a work of art.

This is rather the subject of political considera-

tions. Political considerations, however, all too

often remain without tangible substance because

the contemporary significance of individual acts

and decisions is ignored and thus never properly

evaluated. Any research of an aesthetic nature

that fails to discover what, at a given time, is be-

lieved to be true and real, and what, at the same

time, is desired to be or to become true and real

instead, fails to give food to political considera-

tions and thus, simply, fails.

Infraudibles (1967) composition of and with

computer synthesized sounds on tape. A FOR-

TRAN program, written by the composer and

run on the IBM 7094, generates data to be con-

verted into sound on audio tape by the digital

analogue system. Substituting sequences of dif-

ferent single periods for the modulation of si-

multaneous frequencies, the composer is able to

control the infrastructures of the event-forming

sounds just as precisely as the macro events of

his composition. Thus “pitch” becomes a result

of composition. The same holds true for the con-

cept of sound timbre. The differences between

complex waveforms that are the results of instan-

taneous addition of amplitudes on the one hand,

and the results of the periodic repetition of sets

containing sequences of different single periods

on the other hand, thus become available to the

composer as musical parameters.

Program Note III

To generate this piece of music the composition

process addressed itself to the quantities and am-

plitudes of voltages (numbers in the computer),

that were then to act on and from audio tape

through speakers. The pitches, timbres, silences,

and durations are merely the result, not the cause

or intent, of the composition: while they seem

to carry the representational message, they, in

fact, are caused and carried by the composition

of infra-audible elements. The composition pro-

gram, however, was full of intent, planning, and

proposition. Instead of approaching again the

aesthetic question: “Which process will gener-

ate the desired audible event and thus music?”

it attempts to deal with the political question:

“What audible events would be generated by de-

sirable processes, and thus music?” The com-

poser, in adopting such procedural attitudes, ac-

knowledges the indifference and also the irrele-

vance of Infraudibles to any aesthetic interests,

and precisely therefore, considers his composi-

tion to be infraudible — regardless of what may

happen to the music.



The numbers above notes indicate relative raising or lowering of the pitch: 1-- a little; 2-- more; 3-- as much as possible.
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The numbers above notes indicate relative raising or lowering of the pitch: 1-- a little; 2-- more; 3-- as much as possible.
They apply to all three instruments in rhythmic unison.
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